Academic Rank Applicants (Fall 2011)

Full Time

1. Margot Michels (Professor) – French
2. Ashok Patil (Associate Professor) – Computer Science
3. Kenyatta Bakeer (Assistant Professor) – Child Development
4. Helen P. Young (Associate) – Counseling
5. Kevin Considine (Assistant) – Film Production
6. Laura Peterson (Assistant) – Film Production
7. Sue De Bord (Assistant) – Learning Skills (English)

Adjunct

1. Diane M. Fuller (Adjunct) – Business
2. Lisa Cain (Adjunct) – Psychology
3. Shepard Alan Jacobson (Adjunct) – Law
4. Todd Matosic (Adjunct) – Business
5. Jack Moy (Adjunct) – Aviation
6. Luo Yilan (Adjunct) – Economics
7. George W. Agak (Adjunct) – Microbiology
8. Todd F. Le Gassick (Adjunct) – Allied Health
9. James A. Berns (Adjunct) – Math
10. Rudolfo Y. Triviso (Adjunct) – Aviation